NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION SHALL COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL ELECTRICAL REGULATIONS.
2. PLEASE REFER TO PRODUCT MANUALS FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION AND SITE PREPARATION WORK.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS.
4. CABLE ENTRY IS THROUGH THE BOTTOM OF UNIT.
5. FRONT SERVICE ACCESS IS REQUIRED.
6. NET WEIGHT OF THE UNIT IS 205g.
NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION SHALL COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL ELECTRICAL REGULATIONS.
2. PLEASE REFER TO PRODUCT MANUALS FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION AND SITE PREPARATION WORK.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS.
4. FOR SINGLE MAINS CONNECT UPS INPUT CABLES ONLY, FOR DUAL MAINS CONNECT UPS BYPASS CABLES ONLY.
5. REFER TO WIRING DIAGRAM FOR CONTROL AND COMMUNICATION INTERFACE DETAILS.
6. THE NEUTRAL JUMPERS MAKES A RIVETED CONNECTION OF THE NEUTRAL SO THAT THE NEUTRAL IS NOT DISCONNECTED WHEN THE 4-Pole BREAKERS ARE OPENED. DO NOT REMOVE THE NEUTRAL JUMPERS UNLESS ALLOWED BY LOCAL REGULATIONS.
7. MBB WILL SUPPORT UPTO 1+1 REDUNDANT SYSTEM. REFER TO MANUAL FOR CONNECTION DETAILS.

NOTE:
1. DASH-DOT (---) LINES INSIDE OF MBB UNIT, REPRESENT PE-CONDUCTOR CONNECTION.
2. DASHED (---) LINES OUTSIDE OF MBB UNIT, REPRESENT CABLING PROVIDED BY OTHERS.